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Horse Riding 

If you’re a seasoned horse
rider or a complete novice this
tour is perfect for a relaxed
afternoon in the jungle located
just a few moments away from
the hostel.  

Bunkuanay

Saltillo Waterfall

Find a tour that suits you and
book your place at the tour desk
today!

Secret Beach

A brilliant alternative to the
lost city trek. This one day tour
takes you on a Wonderful
adventure to a recently
rediscovered ancient city ruins
in the midst of the Sierra
Nevada. 

Want to explore a hidden
gem with your mates? This
tour can be both the waterfall
& Tubing or just tubbing. 

Looking to explore Tayrona
Park without the crowds. This
secret beach tour is perfect
for you! 

Teyku Village

For those looking to learn
more about an entirely
different part of Colombian
culture. Join us on our visit to
Teyku Village. 



Scuba Diving

Wondering how chocolate is
made? See and learn the
entire process of making
your own chocolate bar 

Cacao Tour

Explore Tayrona Park and
surrounding areas below
surface level. From going on
your first ever dive to
getting fully scuba certified. 

Find a tour that suits you and
book your place at the tour desk

today!

Surf Class

Looking for the chance to
catch some waves on the
Colombian coast?

Adrenaline Addicts

Join our friends over at
Adrenaline Addicts on a 2
day costal motorbike tour
or for day motorbike rental.  



Horse Riding through
the jungle

Tour

Starting at 4pm down at Reception you
will meet with a local guide where you will
be brought to your horse and take a
leisurely ride through the Jungle, and
finishing back here before 6pm in time to
see the sunset.

Price is 90k or 100k for the beach

A great tour for those who want to try
horse riding and also a good chance to
see different species of monkeys as well
as other wildlife.

For a little bit extra you have the option to
go to the beach via the river if you are
looking for more adventure. This tour
leaves at 3.30. 



Bunkuany
Looking for a fun hiking adventure?
Bunkuany is a recently rediscovered
ancient city ruins up in the midst of Sierra
Nevada with stunning nature, a similar
look & feel to the Lost City, and is
considered very sacred by the local
indigenous communities.

Starting at 8am down at reception where
you will meet your expert local guide, you
will be brought on a short trip on the local
bus to where you will start your hike.

From there you will start the climb uphill
where on the way the guide will teach you
about the origin of the city & about the
local indigenous peoples’ connection to it.

The trek will take between 2-3 hours
depending on the group & will include
planned stops for rest, with a chance to
see wildlife in the trees.

Once you arrive at the top you will have a
chance to relax & grab a drink, & after you
will be taken around the ruins & see
firsthand the sacred relics of the area.
Later you will be served lunch, & after that
you will head back down the trail where
you will stop at a spot to swim & cool
down.

Following that you continue down until
you reach the main road where you will
take the local bus back to the Hostel & be
back in time for dinner.

Tour

Price 150k pp plus the Guide fee of 180k, however the guide fee can be split between
the group.



Tour

Saltillo
Waterfall 
& Tubing
A great tour for groups who want to enjoy a hidden
gem in nature without big crowds. Starting at 8.30
down at reception you will meet your local expert
guide who will bring you on a short journey on the
local bus. From there you will walk along the river
for a few minutes to where you will pick up your
inflatable rings. 

You will then be led on a beautiful trail in nature
until you reach a small farm, along the way the
guide will explain about the sacred history of the
area.

There you leave your rings and head more uphill
into the jungle, until you reach the top of the hill &
head down into the waterfall. 

After a while of chilling there you come back down
the hill & collect your rings & get into the river
where you will float downstream to where you
started.

From there you head back with your guide to take
the bus back here for early afternoon in time for
lunch.

There is also the option for those who just want to
do Tubing, this can be arranged anytime during the
day for those who prefer a shorter tour later in the
day & will involve the same transport & guide.

Price:  Waterfall & Tubing 100k
            Tubing 80k



Beach

Secret Beach 
If you’re looking for a chance to enjoy the
beauty of Tayrona Park without the
crowds we have just the tour for you.
Starting at 9am down at reception where
you meet your local guide you will be
brought on a very secluded trek through
the jungle with a great chance to see
various species of monkeys & possibly
other animals, until you reach a secluded
beach that is just for your tour.

Price 30k

Take your time to chill, swim & relax. After
a while you return through the Jungle &
back to the hostel in the early afternoon
in time for lunch.

Sundays only



Teyku Indigenous 
Village 

Tour

For those looking to learn about an
entirely different part of Colombian
culture here we give you the chance to
meet & learn about the indigenous Kogui
community. It starts at 9am meeting your
Expert guide down at reception & from
there he will take you on a short trip on
the local bus to where you will start your
trek.

After that it’s an hour uphill walk until you
reach the village, once there you will be
brought into the community where you
will get the chance to meet the
community members & learn firsthand
about their culture & traditions.

You will be taken around the village to see
the different buildings, learn how
everything is hand made & the option to
climb up to a viewpoint to see the
Colombian coastline.

After you finish you return down the hill &
take a local bus back in the early
afternoon in time for lunch.

Price 65k pp plus guide fee of 140k
however the guide fee can be split
between everyone in the group.



Adventure

Scuba Diving
Ever wanted to see what life really looked
like under the sea? Here we can give you
the opportunity to try your first ever dive or
for those who are more adventurous the
chance to get their PADI licence in just a few
days for a very competitive price. 

What is included: Pickup and transport to
Tanganga, boat ride out and guide, snacks
onboard and return transport to the hostel.  

Snorkelling: Option for people not
comfortable with diving, can go with other
people diving in the same boat.

Fun Dive: Great for people who are
certified and want to explore the national
park below surface level. 
Discovery Dive: Want to try scuba diving
but unsure if you'd like it? A discovery dive is
a brilliant opportunity for your first ever dive
down to 6 meters. 
Open Water: Get Scuba certified in just 3
days! Starting in the pool before working
your way to the open water as far down as
18 meters!! 
Advanced Open Water: Already certified
and want to go deeper and learn more
skills? An advanced open water certificate
will teach you to become a more confident
diver and allow you to go as deep as 30
meters!



Tour

Cacao Tree to Bar tour
If you ever wondered how chocolate is made? This
amazing cacao tour is perfect for you. On this tour
you will be taken on a journey detailing how exactly
its grown to its different flavours & strengths all
explained by the man who produces the best local
chocolate bars. 

This tour can be arranged any day with notice, the
farm is just a short bus ride away and from there
you will be met by your guide. 

On this tour you will be taken through the whole
process in detail, with the chance to sample many
of their products and learn how to make the best
chocolate on your own. 

Price: 100K



Private Surf Class
Surf

Looking for the chance to catch some
waves on the Colombian coast? Here we
have a professional surf instructor with
years of experience who can help you
learn the skills needed, gain confidence
and have fun. 

This class can be arranged anytime
however it is generally best to do it in the
morning. You will be picked up down at
reception by your instructor and he will
take you to a suitable beach for your level. 

There you will be given your board and
assessed before you hit the water. 

The class usually takes around an hour
and you will be brought back to the
hostel. Total time depends on the
weather and beach conditions but
generally the class doesn't last longer
than 3 hours. 

Price: 220k



Motorbike
Rental 
Want to explore the coast on your own without
relaying on public transport? Our friends at
Adrenaline Addicts have a full selection of different
bikes available to hire for every level of rider. 

Rental 

Every rental includes medical insurance, a helmet,
riding gloves, unlimited mileage, maps and an
informational booklet. 

They also offer a an array of tour options such
costal tour to Palomino, Minca and the Guajira
Desert. 

Motorbike
Tour

Tours

For more information ask at the tour desk. 


